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Ultraviolet (UV) solar radiation is a leading cause of skin disease. Quantitative, continuous knowledge of exposure levels can enhance awareness and lead to improved health outcomes. Devices that offer this type of measurement capability in formats that can seamlessly integrate with the skin are therefore of interest. This paper introduces materials, device designs, and data acquisition methods for a skin-like, or “epidermal,” system that combines colorimetric and electronic function for precise dosimetry in the UV-A and UV-B regions of the spectrum, and for determination of instantaneous UV exposure levels and skin temperature. The colorimetric chemistry uses (4-phenoxyphenyl)diphenylsulfonyl triflate (PPDPS-TF) with crystal violet lactone (CVL) and Congo red for UV-A and UV-B operation, respectively, when integrated with suitable optical filters. Coatings of poly(ethylene-vinylacetate) (PEVA) protect the functional materials from sunscreen and other contamination. Quantitative information follows from automated $L^*a^*b^*$ color space analysis of digital images of the devices to provide accurate measurements when calibrated against standard nonwearable sensors. Techniques of screen printing and lamination allow aesthetic designs and integration with epidermal near field communication platforms, respectively. The result is a set of attractive technologies for managing UV exposure at a personal level and on targeted regions of the body.

1. Introduction

Effects of UV radiation on the human body are well established. Efforts to increase public awareness of both the positive (mental wellness, vitamin D synthesis)$^{[1]}$ and negative (erythema,$^{[2]}$ cataracts,$^{[3]}$ melanoma,$^{[4]}$ suppression of the immune system$^{[5]}$) effects of UV exposure are ongoing. Above all, skin cancer, one of the most serious negative effects, represents a major health concern for people around the world. An increased level of awareness to UV exposure can be achieved by providing a convenient way for individuals to perform UV dosimetry, preferably in a direct manner, on their skin. For accurate measurements and seamless integration, the sensor platform should be rendered in a skin-compatible, wearable format, capable of long-term (i.e., days), nonirritating integration with the skin, at various positions across the body. Further, the device should be compatible with outdoor activities such as swimming, running, and bathing and with chemical components of common lotions, sunscreens, powders, and cosmetics. Commercially available digital UV sensors provide accurate data (i.e., Microsoft band2, Microsoft Corp.), but they mount on wristbands and involve mechanically hard components that are incompatible with the direct application of sunscreen. In addition, their form factors and cost structures prevent use in many activities that are performed in the sun. Commercially available colorimetric sensors, also in wristband formats (i.e., Smartsun,
Inteleco Technologies), circumvent some of these drawbacks, but their degree of accuracy is limited.

“Epidermal electronics”\[7\] represents a relatively recent class of technology with the potential to offer advantages over these alternatives. Such devices are thin and soft and they are conformal to the skin. Past work demonstrates their utility in measuring various body signals such as electrocardiograms, electromyograms, strain, temperature, hydration, and many others, with additional capabilities emerging, at an accelerating rate, from ongoing research in laboratories worldwide[8–10]. These electronics take the form of temporary transfer tattoos, with durable, long-term (up to two weeks) intimate interfaces to the skin. Additionally, these systems, like more conventional types of wearable sensors, can be mounted on clothing, wrist bands, straps, and other platforms[11,12]. Recent reports describe methods for integrating low cost, wireless functionality based on near field communication (NFC) technology.[13,14] The combination of simple UV sensing capabilities with this type of wireless interface, all in an epidermal format, could offer interesting possibilities, complementary to those provided by recently reported classes of flexible, hard-wired UV sensors based on the electrical responses of various deposited or printed semiconductor materials or devices.[15–18]

Herein, we describe materials, device designs, and data acquisition approaches for colorimetric epidermal UV dosimeters that integrate NFC capabilities. Specially tailored, irreversible UV colorimetric chemistries that offer selective sensitivity in both the UV-A and UV-B regions of the spectrum and have low modulus, elastic properties in thin film geometries represent the core content. These material systems combine functional components that serve as photoactivators, color changeable dyes, and absorptive optical filters, while maintaining flexibility and stretchability for optimized conformal contact. The UV energy extraction algorithm relies on digital image capture and analysis using an external device activated by proximity to the NFC electronics. Screen printing provides a cost effective means to pattern the active components into aesthetic designs optimized for this color analysis. Compatibility with thermo-chromatic liquid crystals and reversible UV responsive materials expands the functionality to include measurements of temperature and instantaneous UV exposure. Figure 1 presents schematic illustrations and a digital image of the fully integrated, multifunctional device.

2. Result and Discussion

2.1. UV Dosimeter

Figure 1 presents an overview of a butterfly-shaped epidermal device that exploits four colorimetric sensors and an NFC device, described in detail in subsequent sections. The chemistry for the UV dosimeter involves irreversible, systematic changes in color that result from exposure to UV light. The material combines a photosensitive activator and a color changeable dye (Figure 2a). Absorption of UV photons by the photosensitive activator generates an activated species that then induces a change in the color of the dye. Representative photosensitive activators include photoacid generators (PAGs) and phororadical initiators. PAGs are in widespread use in chemically amplified photoresists designed for semiconductor manufacturing.[19] Photoradical initiators are found in many UV curable materials.[20] The color changeable dyes include leuco dyes as pH indicators for PAGs and dyes that decompose when exposed to radical species for photoradical initiators. Here, the leuco dyes change from colorless to brightly colored forms with decreasing pH. When embedded in a soft elastomeric matrix material, such as polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS), this colorimetric system offers low modulus and skin conformal mechanics, with adjustable, high sensitivity to UV exposure. Moreover, the versatility of the chemistry allows access to a wide range of colors, by use of different dyes and/or inactive color additives. UV-A and -B sensing can be achieved by integration of an optical filter layer to control the sensing wavelength (Figure 3a–d). The overall dynamic range for sensing associated with various skin types can be controlled with a separate optical filter (Figure 3e, Section 2.3).

The UV colorimetric material described here for UV-A dosimetry uses crystal violet lactone (CVL) as the leuco dye,
and (4-phenoxyphenyl)diphenylsulfonium triflate (PPDPS-TF) as the PAG. Exposure of CVL to acidic conditions opens the lactone ring and initiates a color change to blue. A stretchable, screen-printable formulation includes PDMS as a binder polymer for the CVL and PPDPS-TF. Films with thicknesses in the range of \( \approx 20 \mu m \) can be screen printed onto substrates such as films of polyethylene terephthalate (PET). Figure 2b shows the UV–vis reflection spectra of the CVL-PPDPS-TF material before and after exposure to UV-A (lamp UVL-26, UVP LLC). The reflection feature at \( \approx 600 \) nm decreases by an amount that is directly proportional to the exposure dose (Figure 2a, right). Although UV absorption by PPDPS-TF occurs at wavelengths shorter than 320 nm (Figure S1a, Supporting Information), the overall CVL-PPDPS-TF material has a sensitivity that extends to substantially longer wavelengths. This behavior follows from the role of CVL as a sensitizer for the response of PPDPS-TF. Experiments to illuminate these effects involve exposure with broadband UV light (solar simulator, Newport) passed through UV long pass filters that eliminate wavelengths below 380 nm (Filter-1) and 430 nm (Filter-2) (Figure S1a, Supporting Information). The color response of CVL is unaffected by the presence of Filter-1, but is eliminated with Filter-2 (Figure S1b, Supporting Information). This result is consistent with a wavelength sensitivity between 380 and 430 nm. A filter that absorbs UV-B and violet light, but is transparent in the range between 315 and 400 nm offers sensitivity to UV-A wavelengths (Figure 3a). Figure 3b,d shows UV–vis spectra of the UV-B and violet light absorptive filter, where the material composition is a mixture of a UV absorber (ABS-409, Exciton) and ethylhexyl triazone (Uvinul T150, BASF) and poly(ethylacrylate) (PEA) (see section “UV-B and Violet Light Absorptive Filter” in the Experimental Section), and the response of the UV-A sensing material exposure to UV-A and UV-B, respectively. Figure 2d (i) and (ii) demonstrates a color tuning result with paint that has yellow (Silc Pig Yellow, Smooth-On) and magenta (Oil Color Paint Quinacridone Magenta, Winsor & Newton Artists) pigment, respectively, when mixed at 2 wt% with PDMS. The material for UV-B dosimetry includes Congo red (dye as pH indicator, changing from red at pH > 5.2 to blue at pH < 3.0), PPDPS-TF (PAG), and PDMS (binder polymer). Figure 2c shows UV–vis reflection spectra collected before and after exposure to UV-B (lamp UVM-26, UVP LLC). The reflection feature

Figure 2. Chemistry and response of stretchable materials for colorimetric UV dosimetry. a) Chemical structure and the result of UV exposure. PPDPS-TF and CVL provide for sensing in the UV-A band. PPDPS-TF and Congo red provide for sensing in the UV-B band. b) UV–vis reflection spectra of PPDPS-TF and CVL mixed into a PDMS matrix, before and after exposure (thickness = 30 \( \mu m \), exposure time = 10 min (by UV-A lamp, intensity = 22 W m\(^{-2}\))). c) UV–vis reflection spectra of PPDPS-TF and Congo red mixed into a PDMS matrix before and after exposure (thickness = 30 \( \mu m \), exposure time = 10 min (by UV-B lamp, intensity = 5 W m\(^{-2}\))). d) Color diversity enabled by these chemistries. The left side is before exposure and the right side is after exposure. (i) Yellow to green transition associated with a material that consists of PPDPS-TF, CVL, and yellow pigment, with exposure condition identical to that in (b). (ii) Magenta to violet transition associated with a material that consists of PPDPS-TF and CVL and magenta pigment, with exposure condition identical to that in (b). (iii) Blue to colorless transition associated with a material that consists of Direct Blue 86 and Irgacure 2959, with exposure condition identical to that in (c).
filter layers can provide the necessary control. Measurements on a screen-printed 3 × 2 array of square patterns of UV-A sensing material uniformly covered with a UV-B filter and with a different number (0–5) of stacked UV-A filters in each area from (i) to (iv) in Figure 3e illustrate this type of control (Absorption spectra of the stacked filters appear in Figure S9 in the Supporting Information). Results from this array demonstrate the ability to tailor the response across relevant ranges for all skin types.

2.3. Image Analysis

Images of the devices captured with a digital camera can be quantitatively analyzed to determine the change in color and, with appropriate calibration, the exposure dose. Analysis relies on $L^*a^*b^*$ (CIE 1976 source = D65) color space parameters, where $L^*$ represents the lightness and $a^*$ and $b^*$ the color-opponent dimensions. Any given color represents a single point in this 3D parameter space. The degree of difference between two colors, $\Delta E_{ab}$, corresponds to the distance between two points in the $L^*a^*b^*$ color space. The value of $\Delta E_{ab}$ can be calculated according to ref. [21]

$$
\Delta E_{ab} = \left[ (L_0 - L*)^2 + (a_0 - a*)^2 + (b_0 - b*)^2 \right]^{1/2}
$$

where $L_0^*$, $a_0^*$, $b_0^*$ and $L^*$, $a^*$, $b^*$ are values for unexposed (dose of 0 kJ m$^{-2}$) and exposed (dose of $x$ kJ m$^{-2}$) material, respectively. The value of $\Delta E_{ab}$ increases monotonically with dose, in a manner that can be calibrated to yield quantitative information. The 3D matrices of an image can be calculated from standard Red, Green, and Blue color space ($sRGB$) parameters extracted using standard image analysis software (Photoshop CC2015, Adobe). In the procedures used here, a given area of interest yields a single averaged value of $sRGB$, to minimize the effects of spatial nonuniformities in the color (Figure S2c,f, Supporting Information). Conversion to $L^*a^*b^*$ color space proceeds from these $sRGB$ data. A demonstration involves pictures of a 3 × 3 printed array of square patterns of UV colorimetric material collected under illumination with white fluorescence lighting and incandescent light sources, after exposure to various doses of UV (Figure 4a and Figure S2a,b,d,e (Supporting Information)). The calibration process involves two steps: (1) Normalizing each $\Delta E_{ab}$ by the value of the saturated developed color (Table S2, Supporting Information), to eliminate effects of illumination condition. (2) Comparing the normalized value of the inverse of $\Delta E_{ab}$ to the inverse of the exposure dose ($1/x$) and this relationship to the expected behavior according to a standard saturation model (Equation (2)). Figure 4b reveals a linear relationship between $1/\Delta E_{ab}$ and $1/x$ for different illumination conditions, with nearly identical functional forms.
where $A$ and $B$ are constants determined from calibration experiments.

Functional demonstrations involve comparisons between quantitative data extracted in this manner using the UV-A sensing material (calibrated using light from a solar simulator, Table S5 and Figure S5 (Supporting Information)) and those collected with a commercial UV digital sensor (Solarmeter models 5 and 6, Solartech Inc.), under sunlight illumination during sunny conditions (2/27/2016 11:40–12:05 at Urbana IL, USA). UV-A exposure doses are inferred from data measured by Solarmeter model 5 (UV-A+B) and Solarmeter model 6 (UV-B). Image capture and digital sensor readings occurred in 5 and 1 min intervals, respectively. The measurement results exhibit quantitative agreement (Figure 4c and Tables S4 and S6 (Supporting Information)).

2.4. UV Radiometer

Capabilities in colorimetric UV radiometry can be included by use of commercially available microencapsulated photochromic pigments (photochromic powder red #19, Hallcrest) dispersed in a PDMS binder by planetary and centrifugal mixing (ARE-310, THINKY). Here, the pigment changes from colorless to red upon absorption of UV-A and -B (mainly UV-A) by an amount that depends on the intensity. Figure 5a shows the color immediately after UV-A exposure (lamp UVL-26, UVP LLC) for 20 s at intensities of 45, 36, 29, 23, 18, 9, 6, and 0.6 W m$^{-2}$. Increasing the UV intensity increases the magenta coloration. Return to a colorless state occurs spontaneously after removal of UV light.

2.5. Temperature Sensor

Capabilities in colorimetric temperature sensing can be included by exploiting microencapsulated liquid crystal materials and techniques reported previously.$^{[22]}$ The helical pitch of the liquid crystal determines the wavelength of reflected light, and this pitch is sensitive to temperature.$^{[23,24]}$ Figure 5b shows an image of a screen printed array of square regions (900 µm separated by 400 µm) of this material (SSN200R33C5W, Hallcrest. Color change range is 33–38 °C). Contact with a finger from the backside of the substrate induces changes in color from red to green and blue. The untouched area remains black. A separate temperature sensing capability follows from the digital sensor embedded in the NFC chip. Such measurements can provide an alternative to the colorimetric readout approach, with particular value for cases where the temperature falls outside of the range of maximum response of the liquid crystal material. Since the response of UV sensing materials depends slightly on temperature across a physiologically relevant range, integration of this type of temperature sensing can facilitate precise calculation of UV dose (Figure S8, Supporting Information).
2.6. Integrated System, with Epidermal Electronics

As highlighted previously, Figure 1a presents an exploded view schematic illustration of a butterfly shaped epidermal device that exploits all of these materials in four colorimetric sensors: (1) UV-A dosimeter made from leuco dye and PAGs in PDMS. The left and right bottom areas are for high and low sensitivity measurement, respectively, achieved by use of different optical filters (Figure S13, Supporting Information). Additional filter layers can alter the change in color from colorless to blue, to yellow to green, (2) UV-B dosimeter made from Congo red and PAGs in PDMS (upper right area, red to blue), (3) UV radiometer made from photochromic compounds in PDMS (frame area, white to red), (4) temperature sensor made from thermochromic liquid crystal in black PDMS (upper left area, black to red, green, and blue). Here, because the performance of the UV-A dosimeter layer can be affected by direct contact with the UV absorber (ABS-409, Exciton), we use a separating film (∼25 µm) of a transparent polymer (polyisobutylene, PIB; BASF). Color references for image analysis include small regions with dye, but without PAG, and with fumed silica (5% in PDMS). A thin (∼25 µm) medical adhesive (acrylic adhesive, Scapa Healthcare) bonds the system to the skin.

An epidermal NFC device shown in Figure 1b provides a wireless interface to an external reader such as a smartphone and can be easily integrated in the system because of its thin geometry, low mass, and small overall size (<20 µm, <10 mg, and 16 mm diameter).[13] The resulting platform can offer a wide range of functions, but here it specifically automates the process of launching the image capture and analysis software and records a digital reading of temperature.[14,25] An image of a full, integrated system on the skin appears in Figure 1c. The images of Figure 6b and the Movies S1 and S2 (Supporting Information) demonstrate this functionality.

Figure 6c illustrates the ability of this system to conform to the surface of the skin, in a way that is compatible with natural deformations of the skin, a critically important feature of the device. Figure 6d shows strain–stress behaviors of key constituent materials measured by dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA-Q800, TA instrument) in tensile mode. The Young’s modulus of PDMS(10:1), PDMS(30:1), adhesive, PIB, and UV sensing material are 2.2, 0.28, 0.02, 0.51, and 0.55 MPa, respectively. The combination of these materials into a single platform yields a system with soft, skin-compatible mechanics.

Figure 6. Images of device functionality, skin conformability, and stretchable mechanical properties of the constituent materials. a) Series of images demonstrating wireless communication with a smartphone for image capture and analysis: (i) device on the forearm, (ii) wireless communication with the device, (iii) image analysis for extraction of RGB parameters (captured from Movie S1, Supporting Information). (iv) temperature readout with smartphone (captured from Movie S2, Supporting Information). b) Series of image demonstrating skin conformability: (i) compressed, (ii) pinched, and (iii) stretched. c) Stress–strain curves for materials used in each layer.
2.7. Protection Layers for Sunscreen Durability

Certain applications benefit from encapsulation layers to ensure compatibility with sunscreens, lotions, and other materials that might come into contact with the skin, and to physically protect the devices against mechanical abrasion. Candidates include elastomers such as PDMS and thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), but the latter absorbs UV-B (Figure S6, Supporting Information) and the former is not sufficiently impermeable. Polyethylene (PE) and poly(ethylene-vinylacetate) (PEVA) films (vinylacetate (VA) ratio = 5%, thickness = 30 µm, Young’s modulus = 118 MPa) (Figure S10, Supporting Information) do not have either of these deficiencies (Figure 7a and Figure S11 (Supporting Information)). PEVA is preferred due to its elastic properties. Demonstrations of compatibility with sunscreen cream involved application directly onto PEVA-coated UV-A sensing material. Removal of the sunscreen after 8 h followed by tests of sensitivity to UV exposure indicate little or no change in response (Figure 7b and Figure S4 (Supporting Information)). Sunscreen cream applied and spread on a UV-A colorimetric dosimeter protected by PEVA allows evaluation of the efficacy of sunscreens. In a simple example, application of sunscreen decreased the transmitted UV-A energy by a factor of three (Figure S16, Supporting Information). Images in Figure 7c and Movie S3 (Supporting Information) show color transitions due to UV exposure of a device with a PEVA protection layer. The white lines in the bottom and upper right regions of Figure 7c–i correspond to areas with applied sunscreen. The white frame in this butterfly design changes to magenta under exposure. Colors of the three dosimeter regions change in a gradual manner, quantitatively determined by exposure dose, as expected; the regions coated with sunscreen undergo negligible change, also as expected.

3. Conclusion

Stretchable materials for UV colorimetric sensing (dosimeters and radiometers) and temperature sensing, taken together with NFC electronics and associated digital image analysis procedures serve as the basis for epidermal devices that can aid in the measurement, and therefore management, of exposure to UV. The UV sensing materials combine photoactivators (PPDPS-TF) and color changeable dye (CVL and Congo red) in an elastomeric matrix of PDMS, where the addition of stretchable optical thin film filters can control overall sensitivity and spectral responsivity to UV-A and UV-B. Overall breathability of the devices could, potentially, be important in the context of practical applications that involve significant perspiration. Here, the use of soft, stretchable fabricate substrates as platforms for the functional materials and devices could be useful. Development of similar approaches in stretchable material design may allow for sensing of additional types of environmental exposure, such as pollution, high energy radiation, chemical/biological agents, and others.

4. Experimental Section

UV Sensing Material (UV-A): A solution of CVL (20 wt%) and PPDPS-TF (20 wt%) in cyclopentanone were mixed with a PDMS precursor (Sylgard 184; part A:part B = 10:1, Dow Corning) at a ratio of CVL:PPDPS-TF:PDMS = 2.2:5:95.5. Platinum(0)-1,3-divinyl-1,1,3,3-tetramethyldisiloxane complex solution (20 ppm based on Pt) was mixed with Sylgard part A beforehand to enhance curing. Mixing occurred in a vortex mixer until the solution became uniform in appearance. The ink was screen printed (mesh = 110) and cured at 110 °C for 5 min on a hot plate.

UV Sensing Material (UV-B): A typical synthesis of UV-B sensing material can be described as follows: 0.016 g Congo red and 0.097 g PPDPS-TF were dissolved in 7.95 g methanol (solution A).
solution A was mixed in 5.16 g PDMS part A using a stirring bar. Placing the mixture in a vacuum chamber enabled removal of the methanol. This process of mixing and removing the methanol was repeated twice. The resulting solid concentration of the mixture of Congo red, PPDPS-TF, and PDMS part A was 78%. 0.52 g PDMS part B was added to the resulting solid mixture, followed by mixing with a stirring bar. The mixing ratio was Congo red:PPDPS-TF:PDMS = 0.3:1.7:98. The ink was screen printed (mesh = 110) and cured at 110 °C for 5 min on a hot plate.

**Pigment Dispersion in PDMS:** 5 g TiO$_2$ white pigment (Sigma-Aldrich) and 10 g PDMS part A were placed in a plastic bottle and mixed by a planetary and centrifugal mixer (ARE-310, THINKY). Large aggregated pigments were removed by filtration (filter mesh = 635). Mixing the resulting white paste with PDMS parts A and B at a ratio of 50:50 yielded a precursor material for the white, PDMS background to eliminate the dependence of colorimetric response and image analysis to underlying skin color. A dispersion of photochromic pigments (photochromic powder red #19, Hallicrest Inc.) in PDMS was created in a similar manner. These inks were patterned by screen printing. For tests of response to UV exposure (Figure 5a), the photochromic ink was spin cast (2000 rpm for 30 s) and cured on a hot plate at 110 °C for 5 min to yield films with thicknesses of 30 µm.

**UV-B and Violet Light Absorptive Filter:** Fabrication began with pressing a slab of PDMS against 30 µm-thick film of PEVA (Tamapoly Co. Ltd., “SB-5”) on a glass slide heated on a hot plate at 110 °C for 2 min. This process adhered the PEVA to the glass to prevent dimensional change during thermal processing associated with subsequent steps. Poly(ethylacrylate) (PEA) (Scientific Polymer Products), ABS-409 (Exciton), and ethylhexyl triazone (Uvinul T150, BASF) were dissolved in chloroform. The mixing ratio was PEA:ABS-409:T150 = 90.5:2:7.5. The nonvolatile concentration was 40 wt%. This solution was coated on the PEVA/glass substrate and baked on a hot plate at 90 °C for 3 min. The film thickness was controlled by PEVA to place it between two layers of PEA. The PEVA film was peeled from the glass, and placed on top of the 3 × 3 array UV colorimetric material. The thickness of the coating layer was 14 µm, and the total thickness was 74 µm.

**UV-A Absorptive Filter:** The UV-A absorptive filter used PEA and diethylaminohydroxybenzoyl hexyl benzoate (Uvinul A plus Granular, BASF) processed in a manner similar to that for the UV-B and violet light absorptive filter.

**UV-A and Violet Light Absorptive Filter:** The UV-A and violet light absorptive filter used PEA and Uvinul A plus Granular (BASF) processed in a manner similar to that for the UV-B and violet light absorptive filter. The UV-A and violet light absorptive filter for UV-B exposure test used PEA, ABS-409 (Exciton), and Uvinul A plus Granular (BASF) processed in a manner similar to that for the UV-B and blue absorptive filter.

**UV Exposure Test:** UV-A and UV-B exposure were performed with UVL-26 and UVM-26 light sources (UVP LLC), respectively. The UV-A intensity was 14 W m$^{-2}$ for the dosimeter tests and 45 W m$^{-2}$ for the radiometer tests. The small amount of UV-A and visible light emitted by UVM-26 were removed by UV-A and violet light absorptive filters. Broadband exposure used a solar simulator (Newport) with UV-A and -B intensities of 18 and 1.7 W m$^{-2}$, respectively.

**UV–Vis Measurements:** UV–vis reflection spectra of UV sensing materials were collected using a spectrophotometer on white background with an integrating sphere (Cary 5000, Agilent, USA). Samples for measurement were prepared by spin casting and curing on a hot plate (110 °C for 2 min). The thicknesses were 30 µm. UV–vis absorption spectra of the UV absorptive filters were measured with a spectrophotometer without an integrating sphere (Cary GS, Agilent). Samples for measurement were prepared using procedures similar to those for the UV sensing materials (thickness = 7.5 µm).

**Image Analysis:** Patterned 3 × 3 arrays of UV-A sensing material (CVL/PPDPS-TF) with UV-B and violet light absorptive filters were used for image analysis. Each array was exposed to UV-A with various doses, and images were collected with a digital camera (iPhone 5s, Apple Inc.) mounted under incandescent white light and daylight white fluorescent light (Figure S2a,b,d,e, Supporting Information). Image analysis used Photoshop CC2015 (Adobe) to extract a single averaged value of sRGB, to minimize the effects of slight spatial nonuniformities in the color. Conversion from sRGB to L*a*b* (CIE, light source = D65) was accomplished using XYZ color parameters corresponding to CIE standards. The sRGB parameter was first converted to the linear RGB parameter, followed by conversion to the XYZ parameter.[21] The overall conversion process from sRGB to L*a*b* is as follows:

\[
L' = 116f(Y/Y_n) - 16 \\
\begin{align*}
 a' &= 500f((X/X_n) - (Y/Y_n)) \\
b' &= 200f((Y/Y_n) - f(Z/Z_n))
\end{align*}
\]  

Where

\[
f(t) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{t^{1/3}}{t^{1/3}} & \text{if } t > \frac{6}{29} \\
\frac{1}{29} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

When illuminant is D65

\[
R' = \frac{R}{12.92} \left( R \leq 0.040450 \right) \\
R' = \frac{R + 0.055}{1.055} - 2.4 \left( R > 0.040450 \right)
\]

R is extracted data from Photoshop $G'$ and $B'$ stand for linear RGB parameters for sRGB color space. sRGB values extracted from Photoshop are nonlinear RGB parameters (gamma correction = 2.2). The relationship between nonlinear and linear RGB parameters for sRGB color space for gamma correction = 2.2 is defined by the following equation

\[
\frac{R}{G} = \frac{R}{G} \\
\frac{R + 0.055}{0.055} - 2.4 \left( R > 0.040450 \right)
\]

$R$ is extracted data from Photoshop $G'$ and $B'$ are obtained from $G$ and $B$ in a similar manner. According to Equations (3)–(5), L*, a*, b* parameters can be extracted from RGB parameters.

**Comparison Test of UV Measurement:** The UV-A sensing material was calibrated with a solar simulator by the image analysis method described above, where Equation (4) represented the calibration expression (Table S5 and Figure S5, Supporting Information). A sample of the colorimetric material printed on a PET film was placed on a white support, oriented horizontally, facing in the vertical direction (2/27/2016 11:40–12:05 in Urbana IL, USA). Images of the sample were collected every 5 min under shade. Unexposed and fully developed regions served as color references. A commercial digital device (Solarmeter models 5 and 6, Solartech Inc.) recorded the UV intensity of the incident sunlight every 1 min. Model 5 was sensitive to UV-A and -B and model 6 was sensitive to UV-B. UV-A intensity was calculated from the difference between data collected using these systems. The UV-A intensity measured by the commercial device was calculated from the maximum value collected by facing the unit toward the sun and solar altitude. The solar altitude was calculated from the length of a shadow of a pencil that stood vertically on a flat stage (Table S4a (Supporting Information) and Equation (7)). The total exposure dose was determined from accumulated intensity readings (Table S4b, Supporting Information). The results from color analysis of the UV colorimetric dosimeter and those from readings from the commercial device are in Tables S4 and...
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